For the issue of the environmental art design entity matching with the diversity of expressions, usually there is no concise and effective matching rule existing, and it is also very difficult to train the precise classification model. Aiming at this issue, this paper has proposed an automatic environmental art design entity matching method based on the Outlier Detection, which is recorded as DMacth algorithm. Firstly calculate recording ordered pair similarity on the matching property, and map the ordered pair as the points in the feature space; then estimate the outlier distance of each ordered pair in the feature space; finally, according to the outlier distance and the matching constraint, extract the matching ordered pair. The experiment results have verified the validity of the DMacth method.
INTRODUCTION
There are data quality defects that exist in the real data, such as incompleteness, imprecision, loss of property value, expression diversity and other problems, which have, seriously affected the validity of the data query and analysis. Therefore, it is very necessary to conduct purging and integration for these "dirty data". The environmental art design entity matching is the key link in the process of data purging and integration, which goal is to identify multiple entries of records for the same object in the database (Branch, Giannella, Szymanski, Ran and Kargupta, 2013; Radovanovic, Nanopoulos and Ivanovic, 2015; Gupta, Gao, Aggarwal and Han, 2014) . According to the different application areas, the environmental art design entity matching has many different expressions, such as the Entity Resolution, Merge -Purge, Record Linkage, Data De-duplication), etc. Zhang, Meratnia and Havinga, 2013) At present the relatively popular environmental art design entity matching algorithms can be roughly divided into three broad categories: Rule-based, probability model based and study based (Zimek, Campello and Sander, 2014) . In the practice of the environmental art design entity matching, each type of environmental art design entity matching algorithm has its specific applicable scenario (Zhang, Hamm, Meratnia and Stein, 2012) . For the data set with apparent characteristics and obvious matching rules, the matching algorithm that is based on the rules is simple and effective. For the data set where there is no simple matching rule existing, the probability and study based environmental art design entity matching algorithm can also obtain relatively good matching effect, the cost is the necessity to select the appropriate matching features and labeling plenty of training data. In reality there is often another data set which does not have significant matching rules existing, for example, different environmental design data sets (Hauskrecht, Batal, Valko, Visweswaran, Fcooper and Clermont, 2013) . Due to the diversity of the decryption of the text, there is significant difference existing in the description of the content of the same environmental data. This has made it very difficult for the matching rules with simple design, probability model with precise training or classifiers with accuracy (Ozdemir and Xiao, 2013) .
The environmental art design entity matching method which is based on rules is easy to implement and its expansibility is good; the main challenges come from the selection of the classification attributes and determination of the threshold value. In the literature, the labeling of the information gain on the sample data is applied to assess the weights of the attributes, and then make use of the Top-K or the threshold value to obtain the best classification attribute set, finally, take the sum of the similarity weights on the best classification attribute set as the objective function, according to the objective function and the given threshold value, to complete the matching determination between the entities, in which the computation of the information gain needs to be completed on the labeled data (Liu, Xiao, Cao, Hao and Deng, 2013; Fourcade, Chaput-Bardy, Secondi, Fleurant and Lemaire, 2013) . Then the literature (Albanese, Pal and Petrosino, 2014) firstly conducts mining on the matching rules from the sample data set, and then applies the matching rules in the whole data set to complete the matching of the records; Due to the imperfection of the training data, the rule obtained from the mining may not necessarily be correct and effective, which requires constant update of the matching rules in the process of the implementation of the matching rules, and hence belongs to a kind of on -line environmental art design entity matching algorithm. Fellegi-Suntermodel is the classical model of the environmental art design entity matching that is based on the probability model, with the adoption of     /   Ratio P M P N and the upper and lower threshold value  and  as the classification criteria for the ordered pairs: if  
Ratio
, then it shall be classified as the matching ordered pair, while if
 

Ratio
, then it shall be classified as the nonmatching ordered pair, and the rest of the situation cannot be determined, which requires human intervention. Fellegi-Sunter model assumes that the attributes in the feature space  shall satisfy the hypothesis of Conditional Independence, while in most of the relational data, the hypothesis of the conditional independence between the attribute columns is not satisfied. Literature (Guo, Huang and Williams, 2015) takes into consideration of the conditional dependence; however, its matching effect depends on the selection of the initial value of the parameters. In the environmental art design entity matching algorithm that is based on study, FEBRL has offered the implementation based on the support vector machine: MARLIN has provided the implantation based on the support vector machine and the decision tree. In the literature (Bouarfa and Dankelman, 2012 ) a variety of study algorithms are applied to construct the environmental art design entity matching framework, but their effectiveness still relies on the selection of the training data.
For the purpose of this kind of issues, the environmental art design entity matching algorithm based on Outlier Detection is proposed in this paper, which is recorded as DMacth algorithm. DMacth algorithm has very good matching effect, without the necessity of training data, and has more extensive applicability.
DMATCH ALGORITHM
Definition of the Environmental Art Design Entity Matching Problem
The environmental art design entity matching is applied to identify the multiple entries of records that describe the same object in the database, and the environmental art design entity matching across sources is the classic problem of the environmental art design entity matching, its formal definition is given as the following:
Given two data sheets , x,y = x-y ( )
(1)
In the orthogonal space d R , the sample point x  X , we define the Euclidean distance between the sample point x and the center  as the outlier distance of sample x , which is recorded as
In the absence of ambiguity, it is recorded for short as
In addition, z -score can measure how many standard deviations that the data point x has deviated from the mean value, which is defined as the following
In which x is the observed value,  is the mean value of the sample, and  is the standard deviation of the sample. Combined with the formula (2) and (3), the following can be obtained
2.3. Approximate Representation of the Spatial Midpoint of the Space  Due to the correlation existed between the matching keys in the special space  (The feature space  is not the orthogonal space), it is impossible to obtain the outlier distance of the ordered pair directly through the calculation by the formula (2). Therefore, it is necessary to first make the orthogonal transformation to the 
In which i z is the z-score. Select the minimum K value, when the condition 
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COMPLEXITY OF THE DMACTH ALGORITHM AND THE OPTIMIZATION STRATEGY
In this chapter, the complexity of the DMacth algorithm is first analyzed, then the corresponding optimization strategy is provided, so as to enhance the operating performance of the DMacth algorithm.
Complexity of the Algorithm
According to the two relation data sheet A R and B R , the ordered pair To sum up, the complexity of the DMacth algorithm is
Pruning Optimization Strategy Based on the Length of the Matching Key
The strategy that is on the basis of the optimization of columns aims to reduce the dimension dof the feature space  , so as to achieve the purpose of reducing the complexity of the algorithm. For the purpose of simplicity, we assume that the similarity of the ordered pair on the simple matching key  ，  is subject to the uniform distribution at the interval [0 ] 1 ， , then by definition, the similarity on the composite matching keys is the product of the similarity of its atomic matching keys, for example, shall be established. That is, the longer the length of the matching key is, the smaller its variance is, according to the formula (4), in the calculation of its outlier distance, the smaller the contribution shall be. Based on the above analysis, the pruning scheme that is based on the length of the matching key is presented in this paper: Given the common attribute set X, select
represents the number of attributes contained in the matching key  i , namely, the matching keys with the length of the matching key greater than l can be pruned off safely, without creating huge influence on the computation of the outlier distance. In particular, when L = 1, in the matching key vectors, all are the atom matching keys, that is
The length L of the matching key in the experiment in this paper is 2.
EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
The literature has made evaluation on the effectiveness of the environmental art design entity matching algorithm. In the experiment part firstly the DMacth algorithm and the environmental art design entity matching algorithms that is based on the rules (matching keys), based on the probability model (Fellegi-Sunter) and based on the study (FEBRL and MARLIN) are compared; Then the different principal components are compared as well as the influence of the number K of the different principal components on the DMacth algorithm matching effect; Finally the matching key pruning scheme and the extension performance of the DMacth algorithm is verified. In the most real environmental art design entity matching algorithm, it is a linear interactive environmental art design entity matching algorithm, which is focused on the application of the rules to eliminate the ambiguity in the data attribute value; While the literature requires to search for the suitable matching attribute from the training data, the corresponding similarity function and the matching characteristics, so as to build an environmental art design entity matching framework with the fusion of multiple study algorithms; This paper is focused on the use of the given matching characteristics, to build the off-line matching method that can tolerate the expression diversity and data error. As the focus and the application scenarios are slightly different, the corresponding experimental contrast has not been conducted.
The data sets select two groups of environmental design data set and one set of literature data set (please refer to Table 2 ): Abt-Buy and Amazon-Google is the environmental design data set; DBLP-Scholar is the literature data set. Abt-Buy data set contains 1,070 entries of Abt records and 1,092 entries of Buy records, as well as 1,097 matching ordered pairs as the evaluation benchmark, the attribute initials are the description for short. Description and Name (abbreviated as D, N) are respectively text attributes, in order to maintain the consistency with the experimental configuration in the literature, Jaccard Similarity of Tokenset is applied for the attribute similarity algorithm. The default parameter settings in DMacthK algorithm are as the following: The principal component number K default takes 1; the feature space of Abt -Buy and Amazon -Google data set is set to be (D, N, DN),and the feature space of DBLP -Scholar data set is set to be (A, T, AT).
Matching constraint setting: The both ends of the ordered pair at the Abt -Buy and Amazon -Google data sets are both applied with single matching constraint; while in DBLP -Scholar data set, as there are a few DBLP records matching with many Scholar records, only one end of the Scholar is applied with the single matching constraint.
DMacth Algorithm vs. the Algorithm Based on Rules
The environmental art design entity matching algorithm that is based on the matching keys can be classified as the environmental art design entity matching method based on rules, and the process of the algorithm based on the matching keys is as the following: Firstly make descending sorting to the ordered pairs according to the of similarity on the matching keys, thus the sorted list OL for the ordered pairs can be obtained; Then, in turn, the ordered pairs in OL is tested, retaining the ordered pairs that satisfy the matching constraint rules. Figure 1 -a shows that, the DMacth algorithm has the best matching effect at the Abt -Buy data set, the effect of the Name is the second best, while the effect of the Description is the worst, the matching effect of the composite matching key Name/Description is between that of the Name and Description; Figure 1 -b shows that, the DMacth algorithm has slightly better matching effect on the Amazon -Google data set than the effect of the matching key of Name, while the effect of the composite matching key of the Description/Name is between the matching keys of the Name and Description; Figure 1 -c shows that, the DMacth algorithm has the best matching effect on the DBLP -Scholar data set, and the effect of the Title matching keys is the second best, while the effect of the composite matching key Author/Title is between that of the Author and Title. Table 3 lists the maximum F1 value of the DMacth algorithm and the rule-based algorithm at the AbtBuy, Amazon -Google and DBLP -Scholar data sets. The experimental results show that, the F1 value of the DMacth algorithm in the aforementioned three data sets has reached 80.0%, 60.6% and 83.1% respectively, compared with the best matching key algorithm, its maximum F1 value has increased by 4.5%, 0.9% and 3.5% respectively. The environmental art design entity matching algorithm is based on the hypothesis 1 of the appendix A: the similarity of the matching ordered pair is relatively high, and the similarity of the non matching ordered pair is relatively low. The core of the DMacth algorithm is to establish the positive correlation relationship between the matching probability of the ordered pair and the outlier distance in the featured space (the inference 3 of the appendix A). When A R and B R is relatively huge,  MN SS has been established. After mapping AB P to the featured space  , the central point  is close to the origin point in the space  .
When the feature space  contains a matching key  , as  is close to the origin point 0, the outlier distance of the ordered pair can be approximately expressed by the similarity on the matching keys, that is, When the feature space  contains quite a lot of matching keys, the outlier distance of the ordered pairs will not have relatively huge deviation caused by the data error on the individual matching key or data loss, hence its stability shall be better. The experimental results also show that, the matching effect of the DMacth algorithm is better than the matching effect of a single matching keys.
Influence of the Number K of the Principal Component on the Effectiveness of the DMacth Algorithm
In this section the experiment mainly compares the influence of the matching effect of different number K of the principal component on the DMacth algorithm. In the aforementioned experiment, we default applying only the first primary component, namely taking the number of the principal component K = 1. C is a relatively good approximation to the outlier distance, while with the increasing of the value that the number of the principal components K takes, the approximate outlier distance is closer and closer to the real outlier distance. By the comparisonFigure3-a, Figure 3 -b and Figure 3c , it can be found that, the DMacth has already been able to achieve relatively good matching effect with the utilization of only the first principal component; With the increase of the number K of the principal components, the effect on the environmental art design entity matching has almost no improvement, which has verified the stability and robustness of the DMacth algorithm. However, due to the limited experimental data sets, at the same time the attribute columns contained in the data set is limited, the experimental results of this section can only apply the effectiveness of the approximate outlier distance in the DMacth environmental art design entity matching algorithm, and for the detailed strategies on the selection of the number of the principal components please refer to the literature.
CONCLUSION
As mentioned in the summary and prospect of the literature, the matching task of the environmental art design entity at the environmental data set is quite challenging. Aiming at this problem, this paper has put forward the DMacth environmental art design entity matching algorithm based on the outlier detection. DMacth algorithm applies the outlier distance as the benchmark for the sorting of the ordered pairs: the greater the outlier distance is, the greater it indicates that the probability of the matching records in the ordered pairs shall be. DMacth environmental art design entity matching algorithm has the following advantages: (1) DMacth algorithm automatically selects the matching feature: through the pruning technology to retain the matching key with relatively huge information volume (variance) as the matching feature; (1) DMacth algorithm adopts the outlier distance in the feature space as the means of measurement, which can tolerate some of the data error and data missing, hence with relatively good robustness; (2) DMacth algorithm has broken through the limitation of the hypothesis of the conditional independence and has no requirement on the data training, therefore, shall have more extensive applicability.
